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HOUSE RULES BEST KEPT SECRET  
FESTIVAL CAMPSITE 

 
By buying an admission ticket and/or entering the festival campsite, the visitor agrees to the house rules 
below. These house rules for the festival campsite apply in addition to the general house rules for Best 
Kept Secret (the festival). 
 

1.  You are permitted to bring soft drinks and low-alcohol beverages, up to a maximum of 4.5 liters, 
to the festival campsite. These drinks are preferably packaged in plastic or cans, but glass is permitted 
if necessary. Please note: glass is not allowed on the festival grounds; 

2. Gas barbecues, stoves, refrigerators, beer kegs, and jockey boxes are not allowed on the 
festival campsite; 

3.  An aluminum disposable barbecue and a small camping gas cylinder (max. 190 grams) are 
allowed on the festival campsite. This is unless there is a prohibition on open fires and/or smoking 
imposed by the authorities. In such cases, specific regulations regarding disposable barbecues and 
camping gas cylinders will be determined in consultation with the authorities.; 

4.  Only officially registered camping vehicles, such as caravans, campers, and other designated 
means of accommodation and transportation, are permitted on the festival campsite; 

5. Caravans, campers, or other accommodation and transportation vehicles with double axles or 
a length exceeding 7.75 meters are not permitted on the festival campsite; 

6.  Caravans, campers, and/or other transportation or accommodation vehicles that, in the opinion 
of the organization, are not in good condition are not permitted on the festival campsite; 

7.  It is prohibited to place tents, caravans, campers, or other accommodations adjacent to the fixed 
accommodations provided by Beekse Bergen; 

8.  Vehicles (and other types of vehicles such as Segways, (electric) scooters, etc.) are not allowed 
in the 'car-free zone’ on the festival campsite, identifiable by road barriers. 


